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We show that any arbitrary time-dependent density operator of an open system can always be described in
terms of an operator-sum representation(Kraus representation) regardless of its initial condition and the path
of its evolution in the state space, and we provide a general expression of Kraus operators for arbitrary
time-dependent density operator of anN-dimensional system. Moreover, applications of our result are illus-
trated through several examples.
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Arbitrary states of any quantum system, be it open or
closed, can always be described by density matricesrstd. If
the system is closed, its time evolution is unitary, and there
exists a unitary operatorUstd such thatrstd=Ustdrs0dUstd†,
wherers0d is the initial state. However, if the system is open,
the evolution is not necessarily unitary and the above relation
betweenrstd andrs0d is in general not valid. To describe the
evolution of an open system, one usually employs the Kraus
representation[1]. If there exist operatorsMmstd, called
Kraus operators, that satisfy

rstd = o
m

Mmstdrs0dMmstd† s1d

and

o
m

Mmstd†Mmstd = I , s2d

then the evolution ofrstd is said to have the operator-sum
representation or the Kraus representation.

It has been known that a completely positive map always
possesses the operator-sum representation while a general
positive map may not[1–10]. The papers[11–13] further-
more pursued the existence of the Kraus representation by
investigating the role of initial correlations between the open
system and its environment, and showed that a map based on
the reduced dynamics, in general, cannot be described as the
Kraus representation in the presence of the initial correla-
tions because an additional inhomogeneous part appears. On
the other hand, we know that for a qubit system, although a
noncompletely positive map $:rs0d→rstd does not possess
the Kraus representation with the Kraus operators indepen-
dent ofrs0d, the staterstd= $(rs0d) can still be expressed in
the form of Eq.(1) with the operatorsMmstd selected forrs0d
[6,7,14]. Arbitrary density matricesrstd of a qubit system
can always be described in terms of the operator-sum repre-
sentation. This started us wondering whether the same prop-
erty is valid forN-dimensional systems. That is, for any ar-
bitrary time-dependent staterstd and initial staters0d of an
N-dimensional system, is it true that the operatorsMmstd can
always be found so that Eqs.(1) and(2) are satisfied? This is
an interesting issue as it extends the notion of the Kraus

representation associated with a map to that associated with
the evolution of the state, and we find that it is useful for
some physical problems.

In this paper, we prove that the time-dependent density
operator of an arbitraryN-dimensional quantum system can
always be described in terms of the Kraus representation and
provide a general expression of Kraus operators for the
N-dimensional system. Some applications of our result are
also discussed.

First, we prove that any arbitrary two density matricesrA
andrB of anN-dimensional open system can always be con-
nected by Kraus operators.

Suppose

rA = o
i=1

N

pi
AuAilkAiu = UArA

dUA
† , s3d

rB = o
i=1

N

pi
BuBilkBiu = UBrB

dUB
† , s4d

wherepi
A spi

Bd and uAil suBild are the eigenvalues and the or-
thonormal eigenvectors of the density matrixrA srBd, respec-
tively, rA

d srB
dd is the diagonal matrix with the entriespi

A spi
Bd,

andUA sUBd is the unitary transformation matrix, theith col-
umn of which is just the vectoruAil suBild. We want to prove
that there exist operatorsMm satisfying

rB = o
m

MmrAMm
† , s5d

o
m

Mm
†Mm = I . s6d

To find the required Kraus operators, one may writeMm

asN3N matrices with unknown elements and then directly
solve Eqs.(5) and (6) to determine the matrices. However,
this method is not feasible for high dimensional systems due
to the computational complexity. To overcome the problem,
we first seek diagonal matrices, which are generally easier to
manipulate. To this end, we look for operatorsMi8 such that
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rB
d = o

m

Mm8rA
dMm8

†, s7d

o
m

Mm8
†Mm8 = I . s8d

To solve the above equations, we obtain the matrix operators
Mm8 sm=0,1,2, . . . ,N−1d with the entries

sMm8 di j = Îpi
Bdi,j−m + Îpi

Bdi,j−m+N, s9d

wherei , j =1,2, . . . ,N [15].
With the matricesMm8 , we can construct the Kraus opera-

tors Mm satisfying Eqs.(5) and (6). To see this, we use the
relations

rA
d = UA

†rAUA, s10d

rB
d = UB

†rBUB. s11d

Substituting Eqs.(10) and (11) into Eq. (7), we have

UB
†rBUB = o

m

Mm8UA
†rAUAMm8

†, s12d

that is,

rB = o
m

UBMm8UA
†rAsUBMm8UA

†d†. s13d

Let

Mm = UBMm8UA
†; s14d

it is obvious that theMm defined by Eq.(14) satisfy Eqs.(5)
and(6). They are the Kraus operators connectingrA with rB.
SinceUA, UB, andMm8 can be deduced directly fromrA and
rB, the explicit expression ofMm is obtained for arbitrary
density matrices.

Second, having proved that any arbitrary two density ma-
tricesrA andrB of anN-dimensional open system can always
be connected by Kraus operators, we now revert to our dis-
cussion concerning the time evolution of open systems. We
show that the time-dependent state of an arbitrary open sys-
tem can always be described in terms of the Kraus represen-
tation.

We replacerA andrB in the above demonstration byrs0d
and rstd, respectively. Note that for any evolution of an
N-dimensional open system, the staterstd and the initial state
rs0d can always be expressed as

rstd = o
i=1

N

pistducistdlkcistdu, s15d

rs0d = o
i=1

N

pis0ducis0dlkcis0du. s16d

By comparing Eqs.(15), (16) with Eqs. (3), (4) and using
Eq. (14), one can immediately write down the Kraus opera-
tors Mmstd as

Mmstd = UstdMm8 stdUs0d†, s17d

whereUstd fUs0dg is the unitary transformation matrix that
diagonalizesrstd frs0dg given explicitly by

Ustd = sc1std c2std ¯ cNstdd, s18d

Us0d = sc1s0d c2s0d ¯ cNs0dd, s19d

andMm8 std sm=0,1, . . .N−1d are given by

M08std=1
Îp1std 0 0 . . . 0

0 Îp2std 0 . . . 0

0 0 Îp3std . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 0 ÎpNstd
2 ,

M18std=1
0 Îp1std 0 . . . 0

0 0 Îp2std . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 . . . ÎpN−1std
ÎpNstd 0 0 0 0

2 ,

A

MN−18 std=1
0 0 . . . 0 Îp1std

Îp2std 0 0 . . . 0

0 Îp3std 0 . . . 0

. . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 ÎpNstd 0
2 .

s20d

The operatorsMmstd defined by Eqs.(17)–(20) satisfy Eqs.
(1) and (2), giving the Kraus representation ofrstd. Gener-
ally speaking, one cannot assert that any arbitrary time-
dependent density operator possesses the Kraus representa-
tion simply from the result that any two states can be
connected by Kraus operators. However, here we can make
the assertion becausepistd are always positive and Eq.(20) is
always valid independent of timet.

So far, we have shown that the time-dependent state of an
open system can always be described in terms of the Kraus
representation. A general expression of Kraus operators for
any arbitraryN-dimensional system is given. When the evo-
lution of the open system is given byrstd andrs0d, the Kraus
operators can be written immediately asMmstd
=UstdMm8 stdUs0d†, whereUstd, Us0d andMm8 std are explicitly
given by Eqs.(18), (19), and(20). Since the Kraus operators
are not unique, the expression(17) is only one set of them.
The other equivalent expressions of the Kraus operators can

be obtained byM̃mstd=SnMnstdVmn, whereVmn are the ele-
ments of an arbitrary unitary matrixV.

Third, in the following paragraphs, we will illustrate some
applications of our result.
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The result can help to clarify some ambiguous concepts.
For example, from theKraus representation theorem, recall-
ing the well-knownrepresentation theorem, which states that
a map has the Kraus representation if and only if it is linear,
completely positive(CP), and trace preserving[1], one may
think that the expressionr8= $srd, where $ denotes a map
acting on the state space, has no Kraus representation if the
map $ is not CP. However, our result shows that any two
statesr andr8 can always be connected by Kraus operators
irrespective of the form of the map acting onr. This shows
that although a non-CP map does not possess the Kraus rep-
resentation, the expressionr8= $srd can still be cast in the
Kraus representation. For instance, the transposition operator
T:r→rT is positive but not completely positive. According
to the Kraus representation theorem, there does not exist a
Kraus representation of the mapT. However, the expression
rT=Tsrd can still be described by Kraus operators. LetrA
=r andrB=rT; the Kraus operators can be obtained directly
using Eq.(14). The important key for clarifying the ambigu-
ity is to note that there is a difference between the Kraus
representation of a map and the Kraus representation of a
state under the action of a map. The Kraus operators describ-
ing the Kraus representation of a map are independent of the
stater while the Kraus operators describing the Kraus rep-
resentation of a stater under the action of a map may be
dependent on the state. A non-CP map has no Kraus repre-
sentation, butr8= $srd, whether or not $ is a CP map, al-
ways has a Kraus representation.

An important corollary of our result is that there always
exists a CP map between any two quantum states and the
map can be represented throughN Kraus operators. This cor-
ollary is obvious, because any two states can be connected
by N Kraus operatorsMm, and the CP map can then be de-
fined by theN Kraus operators. The corollary shows that
even for two such statesr andr8, wherer8 is obtained from
r by a non-CP map $:r→r8, one can still find an alternative
map $̃that is completely positive, satisfying $˜ :r→r8.

The conclusion that an arbitrary time-dependent staterstd
can always be described by the Kraus representation could
have other deep applications in the study of open systems,
especially in the field of quantum information. For example,
it is useful for a study of geometric phase. As we know,
geometric phases of both pure and mixed states under unitary
evolutions have been clarified[16–22]. An open issue is
about the geometric phases for open systems under nonuni-
tary evolutions. Some papers[8,23,24] just use the Kraus
operatorsMm to define and calculate the geometric phases of
open systems. As described in Ref.[23], the relative phases
are defined byam=arg tr fMmstdrs0dg, and the geometric
phases can be calculated by making a polar decomposition of
Mmstd, such thatMmstd=hmstdumstd, wherehmstd are Hermit-
ian and positive, andumstd are unitary. The relative phasesam

will then lead to the geometric phase when theumstd satisfy
the N parallel transport conditionskcis0d uumstd†u̇mstd ucis0dl

=0 si =1,2, . . . ,Nd. With the scheme shown in the present
paper, any time-dependent density matrix can easily be writ-
ten in the Kraus representation. So one can transplant the
notion of geometric phases defined by using Kraus operators
to arbitrary evolutions of quantum systems by writingrstd as
the Kraus representation.

Another example of its application concerns the inverse
problem of the evolution of open systems. Suppose that the
density matrix of a system is given as a time-dependent func-
tion rstd, one wants inversely to deduce the evolutional op-
erators or Hamiltonians that evolve the initial staters0d to
the staterstd. This is an important issue because physicists
sometimes need to prepare experimentally a quantum system
that is expected to evolve along a given path in the projected
Hilbert space. The approach for solving the problem is to
constitute a closed system by combining the open system
with an ancilla. The open system will undergo nonunitary
evolution while the combined system evolves unitarily as
%std=Usastad%s0dUsastd†, whereUsastd are unitary operators
acting on the combined system and%s0d=rs0d ^ u0alk0au is
the initial state. The issue becomes one of finding the unitary
operatorsUsastd so that tre%std=rstd. It is quite a difficult
problem in general. However, the present paper can provide
an effective approach to obtaining the unitary operators. As
concluded above, evolutions of an open system always have
the Kraus representation and the Kraus operators can be di-
rectly deduced from the givenrstd. With the Kraus operators
Mmstd, one can easily obtain the unitary operatorUsastd. In
fact, in order to satisfy tre%std=rstd, the elements ofUsastd in
the basesuCis0dl ^ u jal are only required to befUsastdgi j ,k0

=fMjstdgik, while fUsastdgi j ,kl sl Þ0d are arbitrary but keeping
Usastad unitary andUsastdut=0= I, where u jal s j =0,1, . . . ,K
−1d are the bases of the ancilla. Obviously, there are infi-
nitely many such unitary operatorsUsastd, as there are

HamiltoniansH= iÜstdUstd†. One can choose the suitable
ones that can be easily performed in the laboratory.

It is also interesting to note that the Kraus operators pro-
vided in the present paper have some intriguing properties.
Since these Kraus operators are dependent on the eigenvec-
tors of the “input state”rA but independent of its eigenval-
ues, all the input states with distinct eigenvalues but the same
eigenvectors will yield the same “output” staterB. That is,
the map defined by the Kraus operators can transform all the
input states whose Bloch vectors lie on the same diameter of
the Bloch sphere to the same output state. In particular, one
may let rA= I /N and then getrB=sI /NdoMmMm

†. We sup-
pose that these properties of the Kraus operators may be
useful in the study of open systems.
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